
 

Fire retardant mens plus size 100%cotton blue
coveralls with safety reflective tapes
 

 
Item Fire retardant mens plus size 100%cotton blue coveralls with safety reflective tapes
Materials Cotton polyester, TC and so on.(as customers’ request)
Size European size,American size,Asian size (from xs to 3xl) or customized size
MOQ 2000 sets
Samples The samples time is about a week,and if the samples are urgent,we can push it.
Feature High quality,comparable price,punctual delivery
Design Not only can we make according to customers’ samples,but also we can help design it.
Package Each chef uniform in a poly bag or as customers’need
Logo Offer making logo
Color Depend on customers’ requirement
Band name kinglong(can change for the band name)
Delivery time Within 25-45 days after deposit and samples confirmed
Payment terms T/T,  west union
Test order First time you can place small order to make a test of the quality.
Manufacturer We are direct manufacturer,we can guarantee the quality,delivery time and everything.
If need more
information,please visit
www.wuhankinglong.com
  

More details:
1.2 tools pockets on the chest
2.2 chest pockets with zipper flap 
3.4 side pockets and 2 of them with velcro
4.proban fire resistant material 
5.front zipper with velcro closure flap
6.back elasticated waist 
7.reflective tapes 
8.blue,orange,yellow and other colors are available 

http://www.wuhankinglong.com/products_info/100-cotton-fire-retardant-worker-coveralls-overalls-design-for-mens-uniforms-346443.html


  

Competitive Advantages:
As one of leading manufacturers of safety products in Wuhan, China more
than 12 Years, we mainly produce and supply our products to Europe,
North and South America and Middle East. 
1. Over 12 years leading manufacturer in Wuhan.Professional and
Honest. 
2. SGS Report available. 
3. About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong
accountability mechanisms.
4. Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at the
newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.
5. 8 QC inspectors:controlling the quality from
Cutting,Sewing,Packaging,Ironing all the way.



6. Two Pattern Designers over 20 years experience.
7. The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.   

FAQ
1.Can we get your free samples?
Yes, it takes USD30.00/PC and freight collect.
2.What's your normal lead time?
In 60 days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.
3.How do you control the quality of items?
(1)About 200 workers are over
10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers,they are skillful at
the newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision. 
(3)8
QC inspectors:controlling the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironi
ng all the way.

More choice 

 
 









Contact us


